AN INTERVIEW WITH JEFF DANIELS

Robert Vaughan has a conversation with Jeff Daniels, star of stage and screen, founder of Chelsea, Michigan’s Purple Rose Theatre Company — and now a DPS playwright.

VAUGHAN. Purple Rose is about to have an anniversary.

DANIELS. Oh yeah, we’re ten years old now. We’re real happy with not only the level of talent and the development of the talent out here but also with people like Lanford Wilson coming through and Steven Dietz and others. We’re really developing into a nationally recognized regional theatre company that does new work.

Continued on page 2
What was the first experience you had in New York? Was it with Circle Rep?

Yeah, I moved to New York and went straight to Circle Rep. Marshall Mason had found me out here in a college production that he was directing. And I met Lanford right away. This was in the fall of ’76.

What was the first play you worked on with Circle Rep?

It was David Story’s The Farm. I went right into a play. Wow. What was the first play of Lanford’s you worked on?

Fifth of July. We did it the spring of ’78 at Circle. Everybody was abuzz, “Lanford’s writing a new play!” Then all of a sudden he handed you the pages, and you saw your name on it — it was like suddenly he was writing for you. And he’s kind of taken the essence of who you are and spun it into a character that works for a story. It was interesting, because Ed Jenkins in Fifth of July, I mean, he’s basically a silent character, but I was the first two years at Circle. I tried to say anything in acting class, you know, for fear they might find out how stupid I am. I’d just sit in the corner and not say anything, just do the exercises, do the work and not really talk to anybody, because I was completely intimidated.

How long were you a member of the company?

As long as the company was there. I came in ’76 and was a member, and I think it was about ’80 or ’81 that Marshall said, “Look, in the next season there really isn’t anything for you,” and I said, “Oh, okay, I’m gonna focus on film.” My agent, Paul Martin, and I were like — as opposed to you, you know, “What are they doing at Circle next?” Though, I would come back in and do some things down the road with them. J ohnny Got His Gun and then years later Redwood Curtain, which wasn’t really Circle, but it was Marshall and Lanford. I basically chose after the films after that.

Were you writing then?

Danton Stone, who was in Fifth of July, and I … well, Danny and I wrote a comedy, an epic three-hour-long comedy called 42 Cities in 40 Nights, and we thought we were playwrights. We were ad-libbing and then transcribing and then trying to structure this thing, this epic journey across the country, into a play. And we finally conved Marshall into giving us a Friday reading at Circle, which was just like gold for playwrights. Here were these two idiots with this comedy. And we read it, and we thought it was, you know, going to Broadway. It had taken us five years just to get to this point, and it was three hours long, and people laughed, but my God, it was just endless. So we were in the bathroom after the talkback, and I was at the urinal, and Lanford came up. So I said, “So, what did you think?” And he said, “I’ll give you a hundred bucks for the jokes.”

(Laughed heartily.) That’s great!

But he was right! We didn’t know anything, but we were learning. We ended up doing both benefit performances at Circle, and it was a lot of laughs, but you learn just how difficult playwriting really is.

Did he influence you at all? He must have.

Oh, yeah, yeah. The way he would hide structure, it’s the same, it’s in every play he’s got. When you read a lot of screenplays, and you see the formula, you see all the Syd Field workshops, just, “There it is, plot point number one …” (Gun shot sound from Daniels.) It lands like a ton of bricks. Lanford is brilliant at hiding it all, but it’s still there, and his use of dialogue to tell story and all of that is just a huge influence. It’s all over the plays that you guys have published, and if you look, you can see his influence on me, the way I overlap. You know, you create action at times by overlapping dialogue.

Exactly, especially in Escanaba in da Moonlight.

Oh yeah, it’s chaos at times.

What was your first film? Ragtime?

Yeah, I had two or three scenes in Ragtime. That’s what I thought. Now when did you settle back in Chelsea, or did you always just live there?

I came back here in ’86. We’d been in New York ten years, and Kathleen and I had at the time a two-year-old. We were really doing anything creative while I was between films, I decided to buy this building and create a regional theatre company with the dream being that we would be what Circle Rep used to be — a place where you had not only actors, directors and designers but living and breathing playwrights working on their next play. That was the thing about Circle that just blew me away. I’ll be the first to admit how naive I was at twenty-one, the first to admit how stupid I am. I

Whatever Happened to Jeff Daniels? That thing, I don’t think so. You obviously don’t know how great you are on film.

Well, you never knew, it’s Hollywood. You’re here today, gone tomorrow. So we came back here, knowing this was where we’d land, and after three years of doing this, I really was doing anything creative while I was between films, I decided to buy this building and create a regional theatre company with the dream being that we would be what Circle Rep used to be — a place where you had not only actors, directors and designers but living and breathing playwrights working on their next play. That was the thing about Circle that just blew me away. I’ll be the first to admit how naive I was at twenty-one, walking in there and then realizing that Lanford Wilson was actually alive. He wasn’t some dead playwright that had done this years before.

What was the first play of yours that was done in New York?

A play called Shoeama, about a woman whose husband’s cheating on her, so she kills him. It’s a comedy. The last thing I had done in New York was Lanford’s Lemon Sky at Second Stage, where you talk to the audience in scenes, or you’re in the scene, you’re out of the scene, all this stuff, it’s very unconventional as far as people were concerned. So back to Escanaba, now, are you going to be doing that again? I think you should do it once a year.

Well, I mean, that’s the joke! We’ll bring these guys that created these characters out every three or four years. We’ll bring these guys, and then:

Oh, they all know. They all get over your being a star. There were only three or four lines written, and he just said, “Go on, improvise.” He would let me go for a run. “My God, a half, and we’d do take after take after take. And he’d just go, “I just do more, keep going, it’s working.” And to be doing that and then, out of the corner of my eye, to see Woody cracking up off camera. That was a thrill. Gettysburg was a big deal, because of the importance of what we were doing. There were so many people, forget the critics, but the people of the state of Maine think of Chamberlain as a saint. I still remember going to Gettysburg for the first time before shooting and going to Little Round Top, where Chamberlain had his first battle, on a Sunday morning, and it’s raining. There is nobody there, and I’m standing on the hill. And my God, I promised him, his spirit, that I wasn’t gonna screw this up.

Were you treated badly after Fifth of July?

No, well. You kind of hope you’re a young actor, and you think everyone’s gonna think, “Oh, you were brilliant!” and they’re going, “No, you were a creep!” And you get into a thing where you burst out with the first time is what they decide you are, whether it’s the studio or the audience. Yeah, but you were so good, because you weren’t just a creep, you made him human.

Yeah, but, you know, and that’s kind of why I got those offers for years to come. It took awhile to get out of that, but whatever, whatever. That was a great opportunity. Debra, Shirley, Jack and me.

What’s wrong with this picture?

Did Shirley scare ya?

Oh, they all scared me to death. Yeah, we were all, we’re talking mega stars, and when they start vying for position and power and whose set it’s going to be, and whose movie it’s gonna be, all that stuff, and you’re however old I was. You’re this kid from Michigan.

I’ve got 1,000 bucks in the bank and a wife in an apartment in New York, and I’m wondering if these people are gonna walk out the door, and there’s gonna be no movie. I mean, I’ve got no money, going to Gettysburg for the first time before shooting and going to Little Round Top, where Chamberlain had his first battle, on a Sunday morning, and it’s raining. There is nobody there, and I’m standing on the hill. And my God, I promised him, his spirit, that I wasn’t gonna screw this up.
Michael Cunningham screenplay; Stephen Daldry, who directed it. We commissioned him to do it, and we got a play from Lanford Wilson. It’s a huge break. I spent a lot of my career being the guy brought in to work with the major stars, from Meryl to Denzi, all the way down. I just did a film in London. I had two or three scenes with Meryl. It’s a movie called The Hours, based on Michael Cunningham’s novel. David Hare wrote the screenplay; Stephen Daldry, who directed Billy Elliot, is the director. And it’s Meryl, julianne Moore, Ed Harris, Nicole Kidman, I mean, it’s loaded; it’s like being invited to an all-star game. But my career is full of having worked with those people. But by this time, when I’m walking in, and there’s Meryl Streep, one of the greatest actresses there is, it’s a play called Rain Dance that he wrote for us. We commissioned him to do it, and we got great reviews. The critics just went nuts for it. I think it’s one of the best plays he’s written. And the production is really strong. It’s great that you can go back there and open up a theatre, and you don’t have any intention of giving theatre up. It just seems … you should get a medal or something.

Well, you know what it is? The basketball players, gym rats, they call them? Yeah.

I’ve always been a theatre rat. I mean, it goes earlier than Circle. It goes to the community theatre days, where I was Harold Hill, and yet I was building the set and hanging the lights and doing all of that stuff. I was one of those guys. And then through college doing it, and then going to Circle and doing it. I’ve just always been that. And then the movies were kind of, that was something I really wanted to get a chance to do, and to learn the art of film acting, that’s just … I’ve loved it.

Any advice for a kid from the Midwest who wants to be like you when he grows up?

Well, there are so many more avenues where you can take this creative energy and apply it that they have that I didn’t. One is digital video. If you’re in high school, you can create your own film festival. You can have ten films that were shot and edited, and you’ve got a film festival at your high school. And you write the script, you shoot it, and you get the actors and all that stuff. You can edit, which is something that I couldn’t do back then with the 16mm or 8mm cans. That’s a great avenue to channel this energy. You can also, while your school is doing a play, you can also ask for the stage. You could write your own play, sell tickets to it, do your own productions if you really want to chase the theatre. You don’t have to wait for them to do the next play or musical. You could create your own theatre, whether it’s stuff that you’ve written, and I highly encourage you to write your own stuff, because you do learn so much more when you’re up there trying to figure how to make that second act work. I mean, that’s where you find the writers. And we’ve had great success with writing about stuff here in the Midwest. If you write about where you are and who you are and what you’re seeing when you go outside your door, people will buy tickets, and they will sit and watch this thing. I’m rambling, but those are two things that you can do to find out if this is something you want to chase for the rest of your life.
Ever since Dramatists Play Service was founded in 1936, the film industry has looked to our authors for adaptations and original works for the screen. The marriage has often been a happy one. Some of the films, like A Streetcar Named Desire or Auntie Mame or Harvey, are known and loved throughout the world. Some, such as Children of a Lesser God or M. Butterfly or Six Degrees of Separation, are a little less well-known but equally artistically successful.

Both the critics and the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences have expressed their admiration for our authors’ adaptations on a number of occasions. In 1981 Ernest Thompson adapted his moving Wearing the Same Dress, which has garnered critical and audience acclaim across the nation.

Play Service authors also have a distinguished record of creating original material and adapting the works of others. William Inge (Bus Stop, Picnic) won the Oscar for Best Original Screenplay in 1961 for Splendor in the Grass. Horton Foote (The Young Man from Atlanta, Talking Pictures) won the Oscar for Best Adaptation in 1962 for his classic version of To Kill a Mockingbird, and twenty-one years later won another Oscar for Best Original Screenplay for Tender Mercies. John Patrick Shanley (Psychopathia Sexualis, Italian American Reconciliation) won the 1987 Oscar for Best Original Screenplay for his delightful Moonstruck. And Ted Tally (Terra Nova, Silver Linings) won the Oscar in 1991 for his adaptation of The Silence of the Lambs. Recently, Alan Ball (Five Women Wearing the Same Dress) was awarded the 1999 Oscar for Best Original Screenplay for his superlative American Beauty.

Perhaps no author so impressively embodies success in both theatre and film as does Alfred Uhry, whose first straight play, the beloved Driving Miss Daisy, won him the 1988 Pulitzer Prize for Drama and whose screenplay adaptation of it won him an Oscar in 1989. In 1997, with his second play, The Last Night of Ballyhoo, Uhry walked away with a Tony Award and became the only author ever to win the “Triple Crown” of a Pulitzer, a Tony and an Oscar.

A brief list of DPS plays that have lit up the silver screen appears below (with the year of the film’s release in parentheses).

—Michael Q. Fellmeth
Fresh from his success with the film adaptation of his play Quills, playwright Doug Wright corresponded by e-mail with Director of Professional Rights Robert Vaughan about Hollywood, theatre and an elderly East German transvestite named Charlotte.

VAUGHAN: What did you know about Philip Kaufman before Quills? Did you know how picky he was about choosing his film projects? WRIGHT: I knew Phil had a penchant for literary, erotic, quirky tales like The Unbearable Lightness of Being and Henry and June. The film which I felt made him especially well-suited to direct my adaptation of Quills was his 1977 remake of Invasion of the Body Snatchers. There's a gleefully malevolent wit at work in that flick; it's ruthlessly terrifying and sardonic at the same time. Only one thing frightened me about entrusting my script to Phil: He has a long-time habit of adapting his own material. I worried that, at our very first meeting, he'd tear the pages from my hand and start rewriting my poor play. Instead, he brought a fellow writer's empathy to the proceedings and was scrupulously respectful of the text — surprisingly, more so than some theatre directors!

Were you very involved in the making of the film? I had such an atypical experience. Phil treated me like a playwright on-set. Usually screenwriters are miles away, their noses deep in fresh projects while old scripts are being filmed without their sanction, without their participation and sometimes without their knowledge. I had a deck chair right next to Phil's; I approved every word.

Often, Phil challenged me to rewrite, but always in the spirit of a great theatre director or dramaturg: to further my own aesthetic vision, not willfully impose his own. I was involved from the very first rehearsal to the final edit. When the film was in post-production, he even phoned me from the sound studio in London to ask me to write "ambivalent dialogue" for the lunatics in the movie. In the film's sound mix, you can barely discern their words, but I have the pleasure of knowing I scribed each one! Of course — because I was so deeply engaged in the stage-to-screen transfer — I've abdicated the right to bitch in future interviews: "Oh, frivolous, lightweight Hollywood! How they mass-sacred my play!" Fortunately, I (blush) really love the flick. And I sanction Phil's choices, from the color of the Marquis' faded bed sheets to the casting of the Goat-keeper to the final shot of the hapless Abbe de Coulmir, scrabbling into oblivion, a writer born anew.

Your writing seems to get to people in ways they can't even dream of. Watbanaland ... Quills ... ? What are you thinking, and why are people attracted by it? Oh, man. My ambition is to write plays that continue long after the final curtain call, well into a nice post-theatre supper and all the way into an audience's dream-life. I think theatre has the potential to shift the continental plates in our souls; to disrupt the subconscious in productive and surprising ways; to exercise our appetites. Some people adore having their organs rearranged at the theatre; others deeply resent it. So I think my work will always divide people; it's certainly divided critics. The film of Quills actually made both the Ten Best List and the Ten Worst List in the New York Post; I found that pervasively gratifying. I hope each play I write has the urgency of a suicide note. I try and write about the things that vex and confound me, not about the things I know to be true. And I try to keep my sense of humor, even in the darkest terrain. Ideally, I'd like my plays to be the theatrical equivalent of laudanum or absinthe: Is that a lofty or a common goal? I'm not sure. I think I love high art and populist melodrama, especially when they're dished out in unison, like in the work of Charles Ludlam, Douglas Sirk or Steven Berkoff.

Do you think that "entertainment" can prompt a person, of any age, to do something they wouldn't ordinarily be inclined to do? Not really. We all have a range of appetites, and some of them are wholesome while others are profoundly destructive. Art nourishes our appetites, but I think the appetites themselves predate the art. They're formed in childhood, maybe in infancy. Maybe they're genetically coded, in part. We seek out the kind of stimulation that most satisfies our true natures. And different people

Continued on page 8

NEW PLAYS

THE BEGINNING OF AUGUST by Tom Donaghy
When Jackie's wife abruptly and mysteriously leaves him and their infant daughter, a pungently comic reevaluation of suburban life ensues.

THE DEER AND THE ANTELOPE PLAY by Mark Dunn
A serious comedy about the value of family and friendship.

AN EMPTY PLATE IN THE CAFÉ DU GRAND BOEUF by Michael Hollinger
No menu necessary for the owner of the world's greatest restaurant who intends to starve himself to death at his own table.

GOD'S MAN IN TEXAS by David Rambo
When a young pastor takes over one of the most prestigious Baptist churches from a rip-roaring old preacher-entrepreneur, all hell breaks loose.

HIGH HEELED WOMEN by Cassandra Danz, Mary Fulham and Warren Leight
A hilarious musical about a female sketch comedy group striving to succeed in show business against the odds ... and its own members.

IN ARABIA WE'D ALL BE KINGS by Stephen Adly Guirgis
An episodic drama that examines the lives and struggles of ex-cons, prostitutes and drug users on the dark side of urban America.

INCORRUPTIBLE by Michael Hollinger
When a motley order of medieval monks learns their patron saint no longer works miracles, a larcenous, one-eyed minstrel shows them an outrageous new way to pay old debts.

JESUS HOPPED THE A TRAIN by Stephen Adly Guirgis
A probing, intense portrait of lives behind bars at Rikers Island.

KIT MARLOWE by David Grimm
Hungry for adventure and a way to make his mark, playwright Christopher Marlowe becomes a spy for a dark wing of the British government and seizes his hero Sir Walter Raleigh's fate and his own.

A LESSON BEFORE DYING by Romulus Linney, based on the novel by Ernest J. Gaines
An innocent young man is condemned to death in backwoods Louisiana and must learn to die with dignity.
POOR FELLAS
by Marc Palmieri
Six short tragicomedies with hilarious and unexpected crises that conclude on somber, thoughtful notes.

RED HERRING
by Michael Hollinger
Three love stories, a murder mystery and a nuclear espionage plot converge in this noir comedy about marriage and other explosive devices.

SAVED OR DESTROYED
by Harry Kondoleon
A challenging, ethereal, celebratory play about the staging of a play.

SHERIDAN
by David Grimm
The famed playwright Richard Sheridan, ensnared in political intrigue during the reign of George III, faces the classic choice between doing the right thing and suffering personally, or betraying his conscience and profiting from it.

THE SUITORS
by Jean Racine, translated by Richard Wilbur
A laugh-out-loud charmer that blends elements of farce and commedia dell’arte into a plot that skewers the human inclination to sue anyone and everyone at the drop of a hat.

THE SYRINGA TREE
by Pamela Gien
A breathtakingly beautiful tale of growing up white in apartheid South Africa.

TABLETOP
by Rob Ackermann
The making of a TV commercial yields acridly funny results as pressures build, tempers flare and egos collide.

TINY ISLAND
by Michael Hollinger
Two estranged sisters square off in the projection booth of a fading movie palace, exploring the limits of love and the limitless magic of the movies.

THE UNEXPECTED MAN
by Yasmina Reza, translated by Christopher Hampton
Two strangers on a train: one a famous author, the other a great admirer of his — will she have the nerve to bring his latest book out of her bag and read it? or better still, will she have the nerve to speak to him?

VALPARAISO
by Don DeLillo
An ordinary business trip to Valparaiso, Indiana, turns into a mock-heroic journey toward identity and transcendence.

Play “MISTY” for me

It takes a great song to inspire an entire film genre, and that takes a truly great songwriter. In 1971 Clint Eastwood starred in and directed Play Misty for Me, arguably the first psycho-stalker movie. As radio disc-jockey David Garver, Eastwood attracts a woman named Evelyn who calls repeatedly requesting “Misty” by Johnny Burke and Erroll Garner. Evelyn, played by Jessica Walter, turns out not to be the romantic music lover she seems. In fact, though she didn’t boil any bunnies, let’s say that her actions proved inspiration for Alex Forrest, Glenn Close’s character, in 1987’s Fatal Attraction.

As for Johnny Burke — the great songwriter of “Misty,” his career in movies was already stellar. Burke wrote all the songs Bob Hope and Bing Crosby made popular in their “Road Movies.” Not only that, but Burke and Jimmy Van Heusen won the Academy Award for writing “Swinging on a Star” for Crosby to sing in Going My Way. Crosby knew a good thing when he heard it. He hired the team of Burke-Van Heusen for himself and made them the highest paid songwriters of their time.

Burke’s list of hit songs is the Hit Parade itself: His songs have sold millions of copies of sheet music and have broken records for their weeks and months at the tops of the charts. But for Burke there was always one thing missing — he wanted to write a Broadway musical. His first effort, Donnybrook!, was not a success, and it broke his heart. At the time of his death in 1964, Burke was working on his next musical, which was left uncompleted.

In 1995 Burkes wish came belatedly true, and Broadway had a hit Johnny Burke Musical in Swinging on a Star, which racked up Tony nominations, including one for Best Musical. The road to Broadway was a long one, but Burke’s widow, Mary Burke Kramer, never gave up. With songs like “Misty,” “Swinging on a Star,” “Pennies from Heaven,” “What’s New?” “It Could Happen to You,” “Imagination,” and so many more, producers Richard Seader, M.s. Burke Kramer and Paul Berkowsky knew that they had the makings of something special.

Rather than approach the piece as a straight “… and then he wrote…” revue, M.r. Seader, M.s. Burke Kramer and Mr. Berkowsky worked with writer/director Michael Leeds and fashioned the musical into sections, carefully placing each song in the era in which it was written. Swinging on a Star is a music lover’s dream come true, just as its making it to Broadway would have been for Burke himself.

— Robert Vaughan

Swinging on a Star is available from the Play Service. Please check the catalogue or our web site for details.

Playwrights on Film

Playwrights work very hard to get each line exactly as written. If they have problems, they say, “I’m having problems,” and I try to do something else. The big difference between a screenwriter and a playwright is that a playwright is asked questions “What do you mean by this?” A screenwriter is given a list of demands, like a hostage negotiator. — Douglas Carter Beane

Prelude to a Kiss, my one studio experience, was antithetical to what you usually hear: They were reverential toward the play, but I wanted to rethink it. I thought it wouldn’t work as a movie as well as a play. — Craig Lucas

Financially, if you’re working for Hollywood, one job can support you for two years. So you do a lot of theatre writing in that time … It’s just a really good day job, you know? It’s like just better than speech writing, for me anyway. And it’s fun to work on movie scripts … — Kenneth Lonergan
Dramatists Play Service licenses hundreds of professional productions each year. For your convenience, here's a schedule of some of them. You can access an even more comprehensive list of professional and select nonprofessional productions by visiting www.dramatists.com and viewing PAGETO STAGE.
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The piece stars one actor: the remarkable Jefferson Mays. Jefferson originated the role of the priest in Quills, so we have a rich history together. In this particular play, he’s asked to portray Charlotte, me, a Texas-born journalist from U.S. News and World Report, a German cultural minister and a host of other people. The director is Moisés Kaufman. I can’t imagine more thrilling collaborators. In the world of film, I’m just so incredibly lucky. Even if I never make another movie in my life, I can still say I’ve worked with five of the greatest actors in the English-speaking world! Geoffrey Rush, M’chad Caine, Billie Whitelaw, Kate Winslet and Joaquin Phoenix … Honestly, I should retire while I’m ahead.

What do you have to say about this: “What I really want to do is direct!”

I’ll actually direct my own work in New York for the first time this fall. I have a triple bill of one acts, and we’re producing them at the Vineyard Theatre. So many of us always dreamed of a life in the theatre. As children, we wrote plays, we painted scenery, we acted. It wasn’t until those dreaded graduate school applications when we had to check a box: director, actor, writer. The crafts are so intimately linked; cross-over seems inevitable and healthy. Please tell me you’re writing another play.

I haven’t abandoned theatre for film. I still feel like an apprentice in both forms. I do think theatre is a richer exercise in the collective imagination. When audiences go to the theatre, a curtain rises on a hand-painted sign that says “Poland.” Suddenly five hundred people sitting in the dark all perk up and say, “Okay! Great! We’re in Poland.” When you go to the cinema, folks are slouched deep in their seats, sucking on soda straws, thinking, “Prove to me it’s Poland. I want to see Polish faces.” Her Polish voices. See Polish cars driving down Polish streets. Fail them even once in your literalness, and they’ll start to distrust you. Theatre audiences participate in creating the experience of the play; film audiences just watch the movie.

I’m in high school, and I see the D P S newsletter. I think I wanna be a writer. I’m lucky to have Doug Wright’s advice. What is it?

Don’t fall too much in love with the idea of being a writer. Write. Don’t obsess about procuring an agent or securing a production when the same time could be spent transcribing the voices in your head. I have a tiny quote from Balzac over my computer at home. I can’t imagine more profound advice. When asked how he writes, Balzac responded: “I situate myself at the exact point where reason touches upon madness, and I can erect no safety rail.” That’s a truly glorious place for a writer to hover.

I am surprised by how quiet the HBO film of Wit is. It is so close — close enough to hear breath. And it is so still. The film is like a friend: generous, not in a hurry, paying attention. The film is listening.

I never imagined the play as a movie. In my mind, Vivian Bearing walks on stage and addresses a live audience. The play was always a live event. I was reluctant to grant permission to make it into a film. I regretted what would be lost in the translation: Professor Bearing looking her students — the audience — in the eye. I wasn’t sure what would be gained.

Of course a film can show location. We can see Professor Ashford’s office and the students in class. And the camera can move. Here we look down on Vivian from above; there we roll alongside her in her wheelchair. Even I, so adamant for live theater, could have predicted this.

But I am astonished by the hush. I can hear the fluid moving through the solid as Vivian sucks on her popsicle. Jason’s pen click is shattering. When the pages turn of The Runaway Bunny, I can feel a breeze. Every consonant signifies, even at a whisper.

Here’s another thing: memories. I see how they work now, in the way the flashbacks are intercut. Vivian recalls a scene from her past, and her present self is there in the past scene. Then — look! — the people from her past are here with her in her present. Her remembering self and her remembered self jump into one another.

Vivian trusts the camera. She has its complete attention. It barely moves.

I like to think that people will watch the film in their homes, with their families and their friends, sitting close on the couch, leaning on one another.

The cast dedicated the film to the memory of Derek Anson Jones, director of the New York production of Wit, and my schoolmate, who died a year ago. Thank you for that. This film is a labor of love. Thank you for that, also.

My favorite part is the typeface of the credits. It is Bembo, if I am not mistaken, named for the best fifteenth-century Humanist. How right.

—Margaret Edson